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Prepare for the IBM® Certification Test 996, WebSphere® MQ V6.0, Solution
Design. This tutorial introduces WebSphere MQ and provides an overview of its
uses, capabilities, and features. It is the first tutorial in a series of five tutorials on
WebSphere MQ Solution Designer.

Section 1. Before you start

About this series

WebSphere® MQ Version 6.0 connects applications in a consistent, reliable, and
easy-to-manage way, providing a trustworthy foundation for cross department,
enterprise wide integration. Providing reliable once-and-only-once delivery of
important messages and transactions, Websphere MQ handles the complexities of
communication protocols and dynamically distributes messaging workload across
available resources. This series of five tutorials helps you prepare to take the IBM
certification Test 996, IBM WebSphere MQ V6.0, Solution Design. This certification
targets intermediate level designers who understand the concepts of asynchronous
messaging and can plan, architect, and design solutions based on WebSphere MQ.

About this tutorial

This tutorial is the first in the series designed to help you prepare for the IBM
Certification Test 996, WebSphere MQ V6.0, Solution Design. This tutorial is a
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technical introduction to WebSphere MQ. It provides an overview of the features and
capabilities of WebSphere MQ. After you complete this tutorial, continue with the
second tutorial, which covers installation and configuration of WebSphere MQ.

Objectives

After completing this tutorial, you will understand:

• How WebSphere MQ compares and contrasts with other forms of
program-to-program communication.

• The major impacts of WebSphere MQ on application design.

• The basic components and structure of WebSphere MQ.

• The function of each of the calls in the Message Queue Interface (MQI).

• Transaction support within WebSphere MQ.

• The features of WebSphere MQ that contribute to system security.

• How to use WebSphere MQ as part of a communication infrastructure to
connect application environments such as the World Wide Web,
enterprise transaction systems, and database systems.

Prerequisites

This tutorial is written for developers and architects with intermediate experience in
application and solution design and implementation. It assumes intermediate
knowledge and skills in:

• Transaction management and database products

• Systems management

• Basic programming concepts

• Data communications and networking

• Information technology security concepts

System requirements

The examples in this tutorial were developed with WebSphere MQ V6.0 for
Windows® and Rational® Application Developer V6.0 for Windows.
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For the system requirements for the products used in the tutorial, go to:

• WebSphere MQ

• Rational Application Developer

Section 2. Introduction to WebSphere MQ

To get started, let's identify the types of business problems solved by WebSphere
MQ, and look at how WebSphere MQ can help you meet business requirements.

The problem: islands of automation

In most businesses, many different technologies exist within the information
technology (IT) infrastructure of the business. These different technologies make up
systems often from a variety of vendors, with different hardware platforms,
programming languages, operating systems, and communication links. Connecting
the different systems is often complicated and can be expensive, leaving many of
the systems isolated from each other.

Increasingly, businesses also need to communicate electronically with their
customers and suppliers, who may use different technologies than the business has
in-house. Some mechanism that is easy, inexpensive, and reliable, is needed to
connect these disparate systems, these "islands of automation," to integrate the
business' IT infrastructure internally and externally.

The solution: WebSphere MQ

WebSphere MQ was designed for just the environment described above by
providing a means of program-to-program communication. Figure 1 shows the basic
mechanism of this communication.

Figure 1. Program-to-program communication

Program A prepares a message and puts it on a queue. Program B then gets the
message from the queue and processes it. Both programs use an application
program interface (API) to interact with the queue. The WebSphere MQ API is called
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the Message Queue Interface (MQI). Neither program is necessarily aware of the
other, and both programs do not have to be executing at the same time. If Program
A places a message on the queue when Program B is not executing, the queue
stores the message until Program B starts and is ready to process the message.
Similarly, when Program B retrieves the message from the queue, Program A may
no longer be executing.

Application design

Using the basic communication mechanism provided by WebSphere MQ allows for
both synchronous and asynchronous application design.

In synchronous application design, shown in Figure 2, both applications are
assumed to be executing at the same time. Program A sends a message to Queue 1
and waits for a reply. Program B retrieves that message, processes it, and then puts
a reply message on Queue 2 for Program A to retrieve. When designing applications
with WebSphere MQ, it is typical for each program to use a different queue for
sending messages to the other. This is not required, but it does provide for simpler
application design and programming logic. Also, remember that the assumption here
is that both programs are executing. If Program B is not executing when Program A
sends a message, Program A will block until Program B is started and processes the
message. This is a design issue with synchronous application communications.

Figure 2. Synchronous application design

In asynchronous application design, shown in Figure 3, Program A again puts a
message on Queue 1 for Program B to process, but it is now Program C, acting
asynchronously to Program A, that receives the replies and processes them.
Usually, Program A and Program C would be part of the same application.

Figure 3. Asynchronous application design
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Asynchronous design is the natural model for WebSphere MQ. Program A can
continue to execute and place messages on the queue, even when Program B is not
processing those messages. In that case, the messages are stored on the queue
until Program B restarts. A variation of this model is for Program A to place a
message or messages on the queue, to continue processing, and then to return to
retrieve and process the replies.

This style of communication between programs is called messaging. It is
differentiated from other styles of communication, such as conversational
communication or call and return communication, by the time independence of the
communicating programs. Programs receive input as messages and output their
results as messages, and are not dependent on sending or receiving programs to be
executing.

Queue managers and the MQI

Queues in WebSphere MQ are owned and managed by queue managers. A queue
manager also provides the MQI API to applications, allowing them to access its
queues and the messages contained in them. The MQI is consistent across all
platforms supported by WebSphere MQ, and hides the implementation details of the
queue manager from applications.

There are eight major calls in the MQI:

• MQCONN - connect to a queue manager

• MQCONNX - connect to a queue manager using connection options

• MQDISC - disconnect from a queue manager
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• MQOPEN - open a queue for access

• MQCLOSE - close a queue for access

• MQPUT- put a message on a queue

• MQGET - get a message from a queue

• MQPUT1 - open a queue, put a message on it, then close the queue

There are five minor calls in the MQI:

• MQBEGIN - begin a unit of work

• MQCMIT - commit a unit of work

• MQBACK - rollback a unit of work

• MQINQ - inquire on the attributes of a WebSphere MQ object (a queue is
an example of a WebSphere MQ object; a queue manager is another
example)

• MQSET - set the attributes of a WebSphere MQ object

Part 4 and 5 in this series will take an in-depth look at programming
for WebSphere MQ.

More detail on the MQI is provided later in this tutorial.

Messages

A message in WebSphere MQ has two parts: the headers used by WebSphere MQ,
and the application data. Figure 4 shows a WebSphere MQ message.

Figure 4. WebSphere MQ message

The application data can consist of any sequence of bytes. It is private to the
applications using WebSphere MQ to communicate with each other, and is not
meaningful to WebSphere MQ. There are no restrictions on the contents of the
application data, but there is a maximum allowable length for messages which varies
by platform. On most systems, the maximum is 100MB, but some platforms have a
maximum of 4MB.
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There are a variety of headers that can be contained in a message, but all
messages contain a header called the message descriptor (MQMD). It contains
control information about the message that is used by both the queue manager and
the receiving application. More detail for MQMD and other headers is provided later.

Local and remote queues

Queue managers, residing on the same or different computers, can communicate
with each other and deliver messages between queues on different queue
managers. Queue managers provide assured delivery of messages. For example,
when an application puts a message on a queue, the queue manager ensures that
the message is stored safely, is recoverable, and delivered once and only once to
the receiving application, even if the message has to be delivered to a queue owned
by another queue manager.

When an application opens a queue, the queue manager to which the application is
connected determines whether the queue is a local queue owned by the queue
manager, or is a remote queue owned by another queue manager. For a local
queue, the message is placed directly on the queue. If the queue is remote, the
queue manager places the message instead on a special queue called a
transmission queue.

The message channel agent (MCA) then gets the message from the transmission
queue and sends it over the network to an MCA on the receiving end. The receiving
MCA places the message on the destination queue. Once the message is placed on
the destination queue, it is removed from the transmission queue. The flow of
messages can be bidirectional between queue managers, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Sending messages
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If the receiving MCA cannot put the message on the destination queue, the message
is processed according to options in the message descriptor. It might be placed on
the dead letter queue, it might be returned to the sender, or it might even be
discarded.

With the ability to deliver messages between queue managers, WebSphere MQ
provides two important benefits:

• The application developer doesn't need to understand the details of the
network.
MCAs can use a wide variety of network and communication protocols to
communicate with each other, and the protocol used can even change
over time. But, the application developer need only understand the MQI
calls needed to communicate with the queue manager.

• Fewer communication links need to be established.
Many applications using one queue manager can communicate to many
other applications using another queue manager, but only one
communication link, between a pair of MCAs, is required.

Design possibilities

Now that you have a better understanding, even if only at a high level, of how
WebSphere MQ works, let's look at the application design possibilities when
designing a system using WebSphere MQ.

Parallel processing

An application might have several tasks that need to be accomplished to complete
an overall business transaction. For example, a travel agent might need to reserve a
flight, book a hotel room, and make a reservation for a rental car. Using WebSphere
MQ, a request message could be put on each of three queues that are serving the
flight reservation system, the hotel booking system, and the car rental application.
Each application could perform its task in parallel with the other two, and put a reply
message on a queue served by the travel agent's application. Once all three replies
have been received, the travel agent's application can produce a consolidated travel
itinerary. This type of parallel processing can greatly improve overall performance.

Client/server processing

Another application design is client/server processing. In this case, a single queue
on a server is used to receive messages from multiple client applications. The
message descriptor of each request message can indicate a reply-to queue. Once
the server has processed a message, it sends the reply to the reply-to queue
indicated in the message descriptor, allowing each client application to receive its
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replies separately from the other client applications.

The message descriptor also has a field to hold an identifier for a message. The
message descriptor for a reply message can contain the identifier of the request
message to which it is the reply. This allows the client application to correlate a reply
to a request sent previously.

To improve performance and reliability of an application using client/server
processing, multiple instances of the server application can serve the same request
queue.

Triggering

WebSphere MQ can arrange for an application to be started when a message is
placed on a queue and certain conditions are satisfied. This is known as triggering.
Here's how triggering works:

• A program puts a message on a queue that is enabled for triggering.

• If the conditions for triggering are met, a trigger event occurs.

• The queue manager examines the process object referenced by the
application queue. The process object identifies the application to be
started.

• The queue manager creates a trigger message that contains information
about the process object and the queue.

• The trigger message is placed on an initiation queue.

• A program called the trigger monitor retrieves the message and starts the
appropriate application, passing it information from the trigger message.

A trigger event can occur the first time a message is placed on a queue, when a
certain number of messages are contained in the queue, or every time a message is
placed on a queue, though this last option is not generally recommended.

Data integrity

Some applications use a conversational style of program-to-program communication
to support the implementation of a distributed unit of work using a two-phase commit
protocol, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Synchronous distributed unit of work
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This function is only necessary where there is an absolute business requirement to
maintain two distributed databases in step at all times, down to the last fraction of a
second. This type of requirement is rarely found in practice. When it does exist, a
single distributed unit of work can consume many resources and be quite complex,
especially if many processes are involved.

WebSphere MQ provides a simpler solution involving multiple units of work acting
asynchronously, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Asynchronous distributed unit of work

The first application writes to a database, puts a message on a queue containing
data to update a second database on a separate system, and then commits the
changes to the two resources. Because the queue is remote, the message goes only
to the transmission queue in this first unit of work.

The second unit of work involves the sending MCA getting the message from the
transmission queue and sending it to the receiving MCA, which places the message
on the destination queue.
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In the third unit of work, the second application gets the message from the
destination queue and updates the database using the data contained in the
message.

The transactional integrity of units of work 1 and 3, combined with the
once-and-only-once assured delivery provided by WebSphere MQ in unit of work 2,
ensures the integrity of the complete business transaction.

Security

Some of the security features of WebSphere MQ include:

• A queue manager can check whether a user is authorized to submit
commands that manage the queue manager.

• A queue manager can check whether a user or application is authorized
to access a WebSphere MQ resource, such as a queue, for a specified
operation.

• An MCA can authenticate a partner MCA before allowing messages to
flow between the two.

• A message can be encrypted before being sent by an MCA, and
decrypted once received.

• A message descriptor can contain a user ID and other information about
the originator of a message. This information, called the message context,
can be used to authenticate a message and to check whether the sender
of the message is authorized to access WebSphere MQ resources on the
receiving system.

More detail about these features is included in the Security section.

WebSphere MQ clients

A WebSphere MQ client can be installed on a system on which no queue manager
is running. The client enables an application running on the same system as the
WebSphere MQ client to connect to a queue manager that is running on another
system, and to issue MQI calls to that queue manager. Such an application is called
a WebSphere MQ client application, and the queue manager is called a server
queue manager. Figure 8 shows this configuration.

Figure 8. Link between a client and server
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A WebSphere MQ client application and a server queue manager communicate with
each other using an MQI channel. An MQI channel starts when the client
applications issues an MQCONN or MQCONNX call, and ends when the client
application issues an MQDISC call.

A fast, reliable, synchronous communications connection is required for WebSphere
MQ client processing to be effective.

WebSphere MQ Framework

Users and software vendors can use defined interfaces to extend or replace queue
manager functions. These interfaces are provided by the WebSphere MQ
Framework.

WebSphere allows modifications of functions in order to:

• Provide the flexibility of choosing whether to use components provided by
WebSphere MQ or to replace or augment them with others.

• Allow independent software vendors to participate, by providing
components that might be used by new technologies, without requiring
internal changes to WebSphere MQ.

• Allow WebSphere MQ to exploit new technologies faster, and so provide
products sooner.

The components of the WebSphere MQ Framework are:

• Trigger monitor interface (TMI)

• Message channel interface (MCI)

• Name service interface (NSI)
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• Security enabling interface (SEI)

• Data conversion interface (DCI)

Section 3. Programming with WebSphere MQ

You'll find more in-depth information about MQI in this section. The last two tutorials
in this series will provide extensive coverage and examples of MQI programming.

The MQI

The MQI API is designed as a simple call interface with a limited number of calls and
a rich set of options for each call. However, sensible default and initial values for the
options ensure that it is easy and quick to get applications up and running. The
WebSphere MQ Application Programming Reference defines the MQI, and uses a
language-independent notation to describe each call and its parameters.

MQCONN

Before issuing any other MQI calls, an application must first connect to a queue
manager using an MQCONN call. The queue manager to which an application
connects is the local queue manager. In general, you can connect to a specific
queue manager or to the default queue manager. An application will normally need
authority to connect to a queue manager.

The syntax of the MQCONN call is:

MQCONN (QMgrName, Hconn, CompCode, Reason)

The MQCONN call has one input parameter and three output parameters. They are:

• Queue manager name - QMgrName (input)
The name of the queue manager to which the application wishes to
connect.

• Connection handle - Hconn (output)
The connection handle represents the connection to the queue manager
and must be specified as a parameter on all subsequent MQI calls to the
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queue manager.

• Completion code - CompCode (output)
Every MQI call returns a completion code to enable the application to
determine quickly whether the call completed successfully, completed
partially, or failed.

• Reason code - Reason (output)
Every MQI call returns a reason code to provide more information to the
application when a call completes partially or fails.

The MQDISC call is used by the application to disconnect from a queue manager.
When the MQDISC call is completed, the connection handle is no longer valid.

MQCONNX

The MQCONNX call is another means of connecting to a queue manager on some
platforms. It allows for a parameter to be passed in addition to those passed in an
MQCONN call. This additional parameter is called connection options.

The syntax of the MQCONNX call is:

MQCONNX (QMgrName, ConnectOpts, Hconn, CompCode, Reason)

One purpose of the connection options is to control how a program connects. When
an application connects to a queue manager using the MQCONN call, the queue
manager code that is executed to service each subsequent MCI call runs as a
separate unit of execution from that of the application. But, when an application
connects to a queue manager using the MQCONNX call, it may specify the fastpath
binding option on the call. By using this option, the queue manager code that is
executed to service each subsequent MQI call runs within the same unit of execution
as that of the application. The advantage of such an arrangement is that fewer
system resources are required to run the application. The disadvantage is that the
integrity of the queue manager is compromised, as there is no protection from
overwriting its storage. Such an application is called a trusted application.

Another use for the connection options is for a client to specify a specific server it
wishes to connect to, overriding any definitions or other settings that control server
connection.

The MQCONNX call also lets you create a shared (thread-independent) connection
that can be used by all threads in a process.
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MQOPEN

Before an application can put messages on a queue, or get a message from a
queue, it must first open the queue by issuing an MQOPEN call. The queue to be
opened may be one of the following:

Local queue The only type of queue, other than a dynamic
queue, that can store messages.

Model queue When a model queue is opened, the queue
manager creates a dynamic queue with the
attributes of the model queue. Thus, a model
queue acts as a template.

Dynamic queue Is created by opening a model queue. Once
created, it is really a local queue.

Local definition of a remote queue An object, owned by the local queue manager,
but containing information about a queue owned
by a remote queue manager. It is not possible for
an application to open a queue owned by a
remote queue manager, but it is possible for an
application to open a local definition of a remote
queue.

Alias queue An object that an application can use to access
another queue. It may resolve to a local queue or
to a local definition of a remote queue.

The syntax of the MQOPEN call is:

MQOPEN (HConn, ObjDesc, Options, Hobj, CompCode, Reason)

Those parameters of the MQOPEN call that have not been described previously are:

• Object descriptor - ObjDesc (input/output)
This is one of the structures defined in the MQI. Its purpose is to identify
the object being opened. It contains a number of fields specifying, among
other things, the name of the object being opened and the type of object.

• Options - Options (input)
This parameter is used by the application to specify which operations it
wishes to perform on the object being opened, or to control the action of
MQOPEN. Examples include opening a queue for putting messages on it,
opening a queue for browsing messages only, and opening a queue to
inquire on the values of some or all of its attributes. An application may
specify more than one option by adding the values together or by
combining them using the bitwise 'OR' operation.
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• Object handle - Hobj (output)
The object handle represents the access that has been established to the
object; it must be specified as a parameter on all subsequent MQI calls
that operate on that object.

The MQCLOSE call is used by the application to relinquish access to the opened
object. After the call, the object handle is no longer valid.

An application will normally need authority to open an object for each of the
requested operations. These authorities are checked at the time the object is
opened.

MQPUT

Once an application has opened a queue for output, it may call MQPUT to put a
message on the queue. The object handle returned by the MQOPEN call is used to
identify the queue on the MQPUT call.

The syntax of the MQPUT call is:

MQPUT (Hconn, Hobj, MsgDesc, PutMsgOpts, BufferLength, Buffer, CompCode, Reason)

An application can put a message on a local queue and can also put a message to a
remote queue -- a queue owned by a queue manager to which the application is not
connected. To do this, the application must first call MQOPEN to open a local
definition of a remote queue, or an alias queue that resolves to a local definition of a
remote queue, and then use the object handle returned by the MQOPEN call.

Those parameters of MQPUT that have not been described previously are:

• Message descriptor - MsgDesc (input/output)
The message descriptor is a structure defined by the MQI to provide
information about the message accompanying the application data being
put on the queue, and returned to the application along with the
application data when retrieved from a queue. Some of the fields are set
by the application that puts the message on the queue, and others are set
by the queue manager on behalf of the application.

• Put message options - PutMsgOpts (input/output)
This structure contains a number of fields which control the action of
MQPUT.
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• Buffer - Buffer (input)
The application data in the message.

• Buffer length - BufferLength (input)
The length of the message in the buffer.

MQGET

An application can only issue an MQGET call after it has successfully opened a
queue for input (or for browse). The object handle returned by the MQOPEN call is
used to identify the queue on the MQGET call.

The syntax of the MQGET call is:

MQGET (HConn, Hobj, MsgDesc, GetMsgOpts, BufferLength, Buffer, DataLength, CompCode,
Reason)

An application can only get messages from a queue that is owned by the queue
manager to which it is connected.

Those parameters of the MQGET call that have not been described previously are:

• Get message options - GetMsgOpts (input/output)
This structure contains a number of fields that control the action of
MQGET.

• Data length - DataLength (output)
The length of the application data in the buffer.

The Options field of the get message options structure enables an application to
specify the following options:

Wait
If the queue is empty, control is not returned to the application. Instead, the
application waits until a suitable message arrives.

Set signal
If the queue is empty, control is returned to the application. When a suitable
message arrives on the queue, the queue manager sets a signal. In the
meantime, the application may continue with other processing and, at some
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later time, either test whether the signal has been set or wait on the signal
being set.

Browse from start of queue
An application may simply read the contents of a message on a queue without
actually removing it from the queue. This is known as browsing a message; it
allows an application to browse the first suitable message on a queue.

Browse from current position in queue
Instead of starting from the beginning of a queue, an application may browse
the next suitable message from its current position in the queue.

Get message from under browse cursor
Having browsed a message, an application may then get the message from the
queue, thus removing it from the queue.

Within syncpoint control
An application may get a message under syncpoint control, in which case the
message is not actually removed from the queue until the unit of work is
committed.

Outside of syncpoint control
An application may get a message outside of syncpoint control. In this case,
the message is removed from the queue immediately and cannot be made
available again by backing out a unit of work.

Accept truncated message
If a message is too large to fit in the buffer area provided by an application, the
application may elect to accept as much of the message as the buffer can hold.
Often an application will know that a message over a certain size must be an
error. In this case, to be able to get the other messages in the queue, the
application might accept the message in truncated form and put it on a queue
that is being used to store messages that require further investigation, such as
a dead letter queue.

Convert application data
If an application gets a message that originated on a different system, the
application data in the message may use character and numeric
representations that are different from the ones being used by the application.
The use of this option causes the application data in a message to be
converted into the character and numeric representations being used by the
receiving application.

MQPUT1
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As its name implies, MQPUT1 opens a queue, puts one message on the queue, and
then closes the queue all in a single call. If there is only one message to be put on a
queue, the use of MQPUT1 is more efficient than explicitly issuing an MQOPEN call,
followed by an MQPUT call, and then an MQCLOSE call. If there is more than one
message to be put on a queue, it is less efficient.

An application that gathers input from a number of sources, validates it, and then
forwards it to a database server would use the MQOPEN, MQPUT, MQCLOSE
sequence since the output messages are all being directed to the same queue.

MQPUT1 would be useful in a server application with a large number of client
applications sending requests, each with its own reply-to queue. Because the
frequency of replies to any one reply-to queue is unpredictable, it would be more
appropriate to use MQPUT1 for each reply instead of holding several queues open
indefinitely.

MQINQ

An MQINQ call can be used by an application to determine the values of specified
attributes of a WebSphere MQ object, such as a queue, a process, or a queue
manager. MQINQ can be used by an application to determine the current depth of a
queue, or whether or not triggering is enabled for a queue.

The syntax of the MQINQ call is:

MQINQ (Hconn, Hobj, SelectorCount, Selectors, IntAttrCount, IntAttrs, CharAttrLength,
CharAttrs, CompCode, Reason)

Before an MQINQ call can be issued, the application must first open the object using
the open option for inquiry. This is the reason why MQOPEN might be used to open
a process or a queue manager object.

The parameters of the MQINQ call which have not been described previously are:

• Attribute selectors - SelectorCount, Selectors (input)
This is essentially an array of names of the attributes of the object whose
values the application wishes to determine.

• Attribute values - IntAttrCount, IntAttrs, CharAttrlength,
CharAttrs (output)
These are arrays containing the values of the specified attributes.
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MQSET

MQSET can only be used to set certain attributes of a queue. The attributes that can
be set are:

• Whether put requests are allowed for the queue (InhibitPut).

• Whether get requests are allowed for the queue (InhibitGet).

• The attributes associated with triggering (TriggerControl,
TriggerType, TriggerMsgPriority, TriggerDepth and
TriggerData).

• Whether distribution list messages can be put on the queue
(DistLists).

MQSET cannot be used to change any attributes of other objects.

MQBEGIN, MQCMIT, and MQBACK

You'll find more on the MQBEGIN, MQCMIT, and MQBACK calls in Transaction
Support. In summary, these calls are used as follows:

• MQBEGIN - Allows a queue manager to coordinate updates that may
include other resource managers.

• MQCMIT - Finalizes updates to resources.

• MQBACK - Allows backing out of updates to a point of known
consistency.

The message descriptor

Now let's take a look at some of the more important fields in the message descriptor,
starting with those fields that can be explained in a few lines, then looking at some
important WebSphere MQ concepts and how the message descriptor is used to
implement those concepts.
MsgID

Every message has a message identifier that is determined by the value of this
field. When an application puts a message on a queue, either the application
can supply a message identifier or it can ask the queue manager to generate a
unique one.

CorrelId
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The correlation identifier is usually used to provide an application with some
means of matching a reply with the original message. In a reply message,
therefore, the value of the CorrelId field is normally copied from the MsgId
field of the original message.

Format
The format of the application data in the message.

Encoding
The representation used for the binary integers, packed decimal integers, and
floating point numbers in the application data.

CodedCharSetId
The representation used for the character data in the application data.

Message Persistence

A message is persistent if it survives a queue manager restart. This applies whether
the queue manager was stopped by an operator command or because of a system
failure. It implies that persistent messages must be written out to a log. If a queue
manager is restarted after a failure, it recovers these persistent messages as
necessary from the logged data.

A message is nonpersistent if it does not survive a queue manager restart. This
applies even if a queue manager finds an intact nonpersistent message on disk
during restart; the queue manager will discard it.

Both persistent and nonpersistent messages can be stored on the same queue.

The value of the field Persistence in the message descriptor determines whether
a message is persistent or nonpersistent.

Retrieval in priority order

The value of the attribute MsgDeliverySequence of a queue determines the order
in which the messages are returned to an application by successive MQGET calls.
The attribute has two permissible values. One value specifies that messages are to
be returned in FIFO (first in, first out) order. The other value specifies PRIORITY.

When a message is put on a queue, the application may set the Priority field in
the message descriptor to a value in the range 0 - 9 (lowest to highest priority). This
value determines the priority of the message, which in turn may determine when the
message is retrieved from the queue by an MQGET call.

The way message priority is used depends on the value of the
MsgDeliverySequence attribute of the queue. If the attribute has the FIFO value,
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messages are returned in FIFO order regardless of their individual priorities.
However, if PRIORITY is specified, messages are returned by successive MQGET
calls in priority order. Within each priority level, messages are returned in FIFO
order.

Responses and reports

If an application puts a message to a remote queue, and if a problem is detected
during the MQPUT call, the queue manager will report the problem to the application
immediately by means of a completion code and a reason code.

If a problem occurs subsequently during the delivery of the message, the queue
manager can generate a report message and send it to the reply-to queue specified
in the message descriptor of the original message. The queue manager can also
report on certain other events associated with the delivery of the message in this
way.

An application does not get report messages by default; it has to request them. It
does this when it puts a message on a queue by specifying which reports it wishes
to receive in the Report field in the message descriptor. If more than one type of
report is required, the values can be added together or combined using the bitwise
'OR' operation.

The following are some of the types of reports that can be requested.
Exception

The queue manager generates an exception report if a message cannot be
handled in any way (for example, if it cannot be put on the destination queue
because the queue is full).

Confirm on arrival (COA)
The queue manager generates a COA report when a message is put on the
destination queue.

Confirm on delivery (COD)
The queue manager generates a COD report when a message is delivered to
the receiving application.

Expiration
The queue manager generates an expiration report if a message is discarded
prior to delivery because its expiry time has passed. See Expiry.

COA and COD reports can be used to implement non-repudiation functions within an
application. For example, preventing a customer from claiming a bill never reached
him or a bank from denying that a money transfer arrived. Such functions are more
trusted when the basic mechanism is provided by the underlying system
(WebSphere MQ) rather than by the application itself.
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In a report message, the Feedback field in the message descriptor indicates the
nature of the report (COA report, COD report, and so on) or, for an exception report,
the reason for the report (the destination queue is full, the message is too large for
the destination queue, and so forth).

Expiry

When an application puts a message on a queue, it may set an expiry time for the
message in the Expiry field of the message descriptor. This is a period of time
expressed in tenths of a second. It relates to the total amount of time that the
message may spend on the destination queue and also on any transmission
queues, if the message is put to a remote queue.

When the receiving application attempts to get the message from the destination
queue, the queue manager decrements the amount of time the message has been
on the queue from the value in the Expiry field in the message descriptor. If this
results in a value of 0 or negative, the message is not returned to the application and
becomes eligible to be discarded. The next suitable message in the delivery
sequence for the queue is returned to the application instead.

If it has been requested, an expiration report is sent to the reply-to queue as
specified in the message descriptor of the expired message.

Message group and segmentation

A message group is a group of one or more logical messages. A logical message is
a physical message, unless it is split into segments. Message segmentation is
discussed a bit later; for the moment, let's assume that a logical message is a
physical message.

A logical message within a group is identified by two fields in the message
descriptor: GroupId and MsgSeqNumber. All logical messages belonging to the
same group have the same value for the GroupId field. The MsgSeqNumber field
has the value 1 for the first logical message, 2 for the second, and so on. There is
therefore an implied ordering of the logical messages within a group.

A physical message that does not belong to any group has the value MQGI_NONE
in the GroupId field, and value 1 in the MsgSeqNumber field.

There are two main uses of a message group:

• To ensure ordering on retrieval in circumstances where this is not already
guaranteed.
An application is able to put a sequence of messages constituting a
message group on a queue by specifying the put message option
MQPMO_LOGICAL_ORDER. The queue manager generates a unique
group identifier and assigns a message sequence number to each
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message as it is put on the queue.

Another application is then able to get the messages constituting the
group from the queue, in the same order they were put, by specifying the
get message option MQGMO_LOGICAL_ORDER.

• To allow an application to group together related messages.
This can be useful if it is important for a group of related messages to be
processed by the same server instance, or by a particular server instance.
By setting the value MQMO_MATCH_GROUP_ID in the MatchOptions
field in get message options, an application can retrieve only those
messages with a specified group identifier.

A logical message may consist of two or more physical messages, each of which is
called a segment. A segment of a logical message is identified by three fields in the
message descriptor: GroupId, MsgSeqNumber, and Offset.

All segments of the same logical message have the same values for the GroupId
and the MsgSeqNumber fields, but the value of the Offset field is different for each
segment. The segment offset is the offset of the data in the physical message from
the start of the logical message. The offset of the first segment is 0.

Figure 9 shows message grouping and segmentation.

Figure 9. Message groups and segments

Distribution lists

A distribution list allows an application to put a message to multiple destinations
using a single MQPUT call. The application first opens a distribution list using an
MQOPEN call. A distribution list is a set of object records, where each object record
has two fields, ObjectName and ObjectQMgrName, specifying the queue name
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and the queue manager name of a destination queue.

Once a distribution list has been opened, the application can call MQPUT to put a
message on the queues in the list. As a response to the call, the queue manager
puts one copy of the message on each local queue, including the transmission
queues. If multiple destinations specified in a distribution list are reached from a
queue manager by transferring the message over the same channel to an
intermediate queue manager or the destination queue manager, the message is only
sent once. In this way, network traffic is minimized. Figure 10 illustrates distribution
lists.

Figure 10. Distribution list processing

Section 4. Intercommunication
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In this section explore how communication works between WebSphere MQ systems.

The message channel

Figure 11 shows the structure of a simple network connection.

Figure 11. WebSphere MQ network connection

An application issues MQPUT. As a result, a message is handed to the transmission
queue. A message channel agent (MCA) is started, which reads it from a queue, and
sends it to a partner MCA. The partner MCA places it on the destination queues.
The target application at some time issues MQGET, and reads the message from
the queue.

Message channels provide a delivery mechanism across the link between the queue
managers, a connection mechanism between the systems, and a protocol between
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the sending and receiving MCA.

Types of channels

There is a pair of MCAs for each message channel -- a sending MCA and a
receiving MCA. Generally, every channel must be defined at both ends of the
channel, and the name of the channel must be the same at both ends. When a
channel is being defined at one end, it must be allocated a channel type as part of its
definition. There are six channel types to choose from:

• Sender

• Receiver

• Requester

• Server

• Svrconn

• Clntconn

When the same channel is being defined at the other end, it must also be allocated a
channel type as part of its definition. However, the channel types at both ends of a
channel must be compatible with one another. The compatible combinations of
channel types are:

• Sender - receiver
The sender starts the channel so that it can send messages to the other
system. The sender requests the receiver at the other end of the channel
to start. The sender sends messages from its transmission queue to the
receiver. The receiver puts the message on the destination queue. Figure
12 shows the sender-receiver channel.

Figure 12. Sender - receiver channel

• Requester - server
A requester starts the channel so that it can receive messages from the
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other system. The requester requests the server at the other end of the
channel to start. The server sends messages to the requester from the
transmission queue defined in its channel definition.

A server channel can also initiate the communication and send messages
to the requester, but this applies only to fully qualified servers (server
channels that have the connection name of the partner specified in the
channel definition). A fully qualified server can either be started by a
requester, or can initiate communication with a requester. Figure 13
shows a requester - server channel.

Figure 13. Requester - server channel

• Requester - sender
The requester starts the channel and the sender terminates the call. The
sender then restarts the communication according to information in its
channel definition (this is known as a callback). It sends messages from
the transmission queue to the requester. Figure 14 depicts the
requester-sender channel.

Figure 14. Requester - sender channel

• Server - receiver channel
This is similar to sender-receiver but applies only to fully qualified servers.
Channel startup must be initiated at the server end of the link.

• Clntconn - svrconn
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This combination is reserved for use only in the MQI client environment.
The client initiates the connection when the MQCONN is issued. Data
flows in both directions. The connection is terminated when the MQDISC
is issued.

Transmission queues

A transmission queue is basically an ordinary local queue with the attribute Usage
set to MQUS_TRANSMISSION instead of MQUS_NORMAL.

In general, only a queue manager should put a message directly on a transmission
queue, and only an MCA should get a message from a transmission queue. A
message on a transmission queue must have a special header called the
transmission queue header (MQXQH), and it is the queue manager that provides
this header when it puts the message on the transmission queue. The header also
accompanies the message when it is sent across a message channel. The receive
MCA removes the header before putting the message on the destination queue.
Normally, an application program need never be aware of this header.

To reach a destination queue on a remote queue manager, the local queue manager
needs to know which transmission queue to put the message on.

Starting a channel

Channels can be started in several ways:

• An operator can start most channels.

• The transmission queue can be defined as a triggered queue and the
channel can be started when messages arrive that satisfy the triggering
conditions. A channel initiator, acting as the trigger monitor, provides this
function.

• Starting a RECEIVER or SVRCONN will not allow the data to flow, it
merely enables or disables the channel to be started from the other side.

Stopping channels

Usually, channels between queue managers will run for long periods. They will be
started and will service a particular transmission queue. However, it is not always
best to leave a channel running forever. There is a disconnect value associated with
the channel that allows for normal quiescing of a channel that is active but without
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work for a specified period.

It is possible to manually stop channels by command. It is best done from the
sending side.

Of course, channels can also stop during error conditions. The assured delivery
mechanisms provided by WebSphere MQ will ensure that messages will not be lost.

Remote queues

Although it may be transparent to the sending application, the queue manager needs
some help to know where to send messages. When a program wants to send a
message to a queue on another system, it is possible that it can name the queue
and the queue manager to be used. This allows the sending queue manager to
easily complete the necessary addressing information in the MQXQH. The message
will then be placed on a transmission queue (either one with the same name as the
remote queue manager, or the local queue manager's default transmission queue).
This is not necessarily the recommended procedure, except in the case of sending
replies.

Usually, a program will simply open a queue, with no queue manager specified. This
is an indication to the local queue manager that the queue named by the program is
one that should be found among its own definitions (not necessarily a local queue).
One of the types of definitions that the queue manager will check is the QREMOTE
definitions.

If the named queue is a queue remote definition, the queue manager can use the
information from that definition to complete the addressing information in the
MQXQH. The QREMOTE definition also allows the specification of a transmission
queue to be used. So, the queue manager can now place the message on a named
transmission queue, allowing for greater flexibility. You will explore the use of these
alternatives as you proceed.

Message concentration

One channel will carry all the messages between a pair of queue managers, given
sufficient capacity. This is queue manager-to-queue manager communication, and is
less complex than program-to-program communication.

The sending queue manager builds transmission headers (MQXQH) for each
message to be sent on a particular channel. It includes the queue manager name as
part of the header. When the destination MCA receives the message, the MQXQH
tells it where the message is to go. The MQXQH is stripped from the message prior
to delivery to the destination queue. Even if many applications are sending and
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receiving messages between the two queue managers, there is no need for multiple
communication paths.

Message segregation

When there is a requirement to keep different forms of traffic apart, different queue
definitions can point to different transmission queues and thus different channels.

Each channel has its own MCA on each side and its own transmission queue. There
may be more than one physical link, but it is possible that both can use the same
link.

In this scenario, the benefit of being able to explicitly name a transmission queue
becomes apparent. Messages that need to go on a particular channel can be
directed there without work from the program.

Multiple hops

So far, you've been looking at a very small portion of a network and considering two
queue managers. Using proper definitions, an application can issue MQPUTs that
result in messages traveling across intermediate queue managers to reach the final
destination queue. In this case, the intermediate queue managers can be viewed as
a sort of gateway.

The definitions needed to accomplish this will need coordination between the various
queue managers, but the application program would not be required to handle the
MQPUT any differently. The simplest way of achieving this is to define a
transmission queue on each queue manager, except the destination queue
manager, with the same name as that of the destination queue manager. Figure 15
shows multiple hops.

Figure 15. Multiple hops
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Channel exits

Channel exits (calls to user-defined code) may be called at both ends of the channel
at certain times during message transmission. There are six types of exits:

Security exit
Security exits are given control when the channel is initiated, after the initial
data exchange. They can initiate an exchange of security messages, in a
format that is defined by the exits themselves, and only when each exit is
satisfied can transmissions proceed along the channel. A security exit is
primarily used for authentication.

Message exit
A message exit receives control:

• At the sending end, just after a message has been retrieved from the
transmission queue, but before it is segmented, if necessary.

• At the receiving end, just before a message is put on the destination
queue.

A message exit can modify the fields in the transmission queue header, which
includes the message descriptor and the message itself. In particular, it can
manipulate the context information of the message.

A message exit can be used for any purpose that applies to the message as a
whole. It can be used, for example:

• To validate an incoming user identifier.

• To substitute a user identifier if the message is entering a new authority
domain.
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• To perform a data conversion of the message text.

• To change the destination of the message.

• To change the reply-to information in the message descriptor.

• To process a message using a user-provided template.

• For journaling what is transmitted or received on a channel.

• To set the user context fields to indicate the degree to which a message
can be trusted. The field ApplOriginData is the most suitable for this
purpose.

At either the sending or the receiving end, a message exit may cause the MCA
to place the message on the local dead letter queue and send a report to the
reply-to queue, if so requested, in the message descriptor.

Send and receive exits
A send exit, at either end, receives control immediately before a segment is
transmitted over the link. A receive exit, at either end, receives control
immediately after a transmitted segment has been taken from the link.
Send and receive exits may be called for segments other than those containing
application message data (segments containing status data, for example).
Neither is called during the initial data exchange and during the operation of
security exits.

Send and receive exits can be used for any purpose that applies to a
transmitted segment such as journaling, encryption/decryption, and data
compression.

Message-retry exit
The message-retry exit allows for suspending a transmission for a moment,
then retrying a failed MQPUT to the destination queue. Where the failure was
caused by the server running slowly, the queue may have been full when the
first MQPUT was issued, but there may be space to satisfy a retry.

Auto-definition exit
The auto-definition exit allows attributes defined in the
SYSTEM.AUTO.RECEIVER and SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN definitions to be
overridden. These definitions provide default attributes for automatically
defined receiver and server connection channels.

Application data conversion
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Data that flows between disparate platforms in a network introduces a special
problem: that data is not represented in an identical manner everywhere. Whether
integer or character, ASCII or EBCDIC, US English or Chinese, data conversion is
an issue that must be considered. WebSphere MQ offers some assistance. In
general, as long as the data is character, an application can identify it as such in the
message descriptor and the receiving queue manager can handle the conversion (if
requested). In the case of numeric representations, the need for user-written exits
may arise.

Queue manager clusters

A queue manager cluster is a network of queue managers that are logically
associated in some way. The queue managers can be on the same system or
across a network, even across enterprises.

The cluster allows the queue managers within the cluster to make other managers
within the cluster aware of its queues that have been defined as cluster queues.

The need for an administrator to do remote queue definitions and channel definitions
between each of the queue managers is alleviated. And, if the queue is defined on
more than one queue manager in the cluster, the messages can be routed in the
most efficient manner, enabling workload balancing as well as fail-over if one queue
becomes unavailable due to queue manager or network outages.

MQI channels

WebSphere MQ clients use special channels to enable connection to the server.
Many clients can connect using a single server. It is possible that one SVRCONN
may support several clients. It is also possible for a client to connect to various
servers.

Although channel definitions are used, these MQI channels are very different from
queue manager-to-queue manager channels. There are no transmission queues, so
any assured delivery based on the MCA doing a unit-of-work is not included.
Applications need to ensure that critical data is cared for properly.

The connection is bidirectional. One set of definitions will enable two-way
communication. In fact, it is possible to have just a SVRCONN definition and to use
environment variables for the client connection information.
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Section 5. Transaction support

WebSphere MQ can coordinate its own resources in a transactional context, and, in
some cases, the resources of others. In this section you'll see these cases, and
consider how WebSphere MQ resources can be coordinated with other resources
using an external transaction manager.

Unit of work

In transaction processing, a unit of work indicates changes to a resource or
resources (database, queue, file, and so on) that are atomic. Either all of the
changes take place and are committed or none of the changes take place. There are
no in-between states.

In the event of failure during a unit of work, or if the application determines that it
cannot complete the unit of work for any reason, changes that have already been
made to resources are backed out or rolled back.

The point at which changes to the resources within a unit of work are committed or
backed out is known as a point of synchronization, or more simply a syncpoint. At a
syncpoint, the data within the resources is in a consistent state from the point of view
of the business and its applications.

Resource manager

A resource manager is a generic term for a component of software that owns and
manages resources. Typically, a resource manager provides:

• An API to allow an application to access its resources.

• Function to support the backup and recovery of its resources.

• Function to support the creation and maintenance of its resources.

• Function to support the commitment of changes to its resources within a
unit of work, or the backing out of such changes.

Examples of resource managers include a WebSphere MQ queue manager
managing a set of queues, a DB2 database manager managing a set of tables, and
a CICS system managing a set of files under CICS file control.

An application can update resources belonging to more than one resource manager.
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In this case, it would need to issue a separate commit request to each resource
manager. Unless some application action is taken, this would destroy the atomicity
of the unit of work because there is a window of opportunity for the application or
system to fail between two commit requests. The larger the number of resource
managers, the more complex the application action would need to be.

Transaction manager

A transaction manager, or syncpoint coordinator, is a component of software that
can coordinate changes to the resources of multiple resource managers within a
single unit of work as perceived by the application. The implication is that an
application need only issue one request to commit changes to all the resources,
even though multiple resource managers may be involved.To perform this function,
a transaction manager uses a two-phase commit protocol in its interaction with the
individual resource managers.

When an application issues a request to commit the changes it has made to the
resources of multiple resource managers, the transaction manager asks each
resource manager in turn to ensure that the changes to its resources are in a
recoverable state (they have been logged). When each resource manager has
confirmed that this has been done, the first phase, the prepare phase, is complete.

When the prepare phase has completed successfully, the transaction manager
makes the decision to commit the unit of work and the second phase, the commit
phase, begins. This is now the point of no return. The transaction manager asks
each resource manager in turn to commit the changes to its resources. Even if there
is a system failure during this phase, because the changes to the resources of each
resource manager are in a recoverable state, commitment processing can
recommence when the transaction manager and the resource managers are
restarted.

The interface between a transaction manager and a resource manager needs to be
standardized and documented if the aim is to make it easy to incorporate new
resource managers as they become available. One such widely used interface is the
X/Open XA interface, which uses a two-phase commit protocol. Transaction
managers and resource managers that use this interface are XA compliant.

MQGET within syncpoint control

The Options field of the get message options allows an application to specify one
or more options that control the action of the MQGET call. Two of these options are
within syncpoint control and outside of syncpoint control.

When an application issues MQGET outside of syncpoint control, the message is
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removed from the queue immediately and the application is then wholly responsible
for it. The message cannot be made available again by backing out a unit of work.

If MQGET is issued within syncpoint control, the message is not removed from the
queue immediately, but it is made unavailable or invisible to other applications. Only
when the unit of work is committed is the message actually removed from the queue.

MQPUT within syncpoint control

The Options field in the put message options also allows an application to specify
within syncpoint control or outside of syncpoint control.

When an application issues an MQPUT call outside of syncpoint control, the
message becomes available to other applications immediately and cannot be
deleted by backing out a unit of work.

If MQPUT is issued within syncpoint control, the message is put on the queue, but
remains unavailable or invisible to other applications until the unit of work is
committed.

Coordinating local units of work

A local unit of work is one in which the only resources being updated are those of
the queue manager to which the application is connected.

To support the coordination of local units of work, WebSphere MQ provides two MQI
calls: MQCMIT and MQBACK. The MQCMIT call commits changes to WebSphere
MQ resources that have been made since the last syncpoint. The MQBACK call rolls
back changes to WebSphere MQ resources that have been made since the last
syncpoint. Only changes to resources made under syncpoint control are affected by
the MQCMIT and MQBACK calls.

A WebSphere MQ client application may also use the MQCMIT and MQBACK calls.

Internal coordination of global units of work

A global unit of work is one in which the resources of other resource managers are
being updated as well as those of a queue manager.

The coordination of global units of work may be internal or external to the queue
manager. Using the X/Open XA interface, a queue manager is able to coordinate
changes to its own resources and to those of other resource managers within a unit
of work. An external syncpoint coordinator is not required under these
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circumstances.

When internally coordinating a global unit of work, MQCMIT and MQBACK calls are
used to commit and roll back changes, as with local units of work. However, the
MQBEGIN call is needed to start a unit of work.

WebSphere MQ supports internal coordination of global units of work with several
XA-compliant database managers. There are some restrictions, however, to this
coordination:

• A WebSphere MQ client application cannot participate in a global unit of
work and cannot therefore issue the MQBEGIN call.

• Although a queue manager may be XA-compliant, both as a syncpoint
coordinator and as a resource manager, it is not possible to configure two
or more queue managers as participants in a global unit of work. An
application may only be connected to one queue manager at a time.

• Normally, updates to the WebSphere MQ resources and to those of a
database manager must be made on the same system. WebSphere MQ
does not have the capability to coordinate a distributed unit of work.
However, a database manager may reside on a different system than the
queue manager, provided it can supply an XA-compliant client feature
that resides on the same system as the queue manager.

Section 6. Security

WebSphere MQ is a resource manager but does not claim to be a security manager.
However, security is important in an enterprise and WebSphere MQ certainly
participates. In this section, you'll look at the various aspects of WebSphere MQ that
may participate in the overall security management of your installation.

API security

API security involves the protection of the queue manager resources from
unauthorized access. Along with checking that the user is able to connect to the
queue manager, checks can be performed to ensure that the user is only requesting
options that are authorized.

For instance, an application might issue an MQOPEN for output and the user is
permitted to do that. However, if the option is changed to open the queue for output
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and to set context fields (those with user ID information), the call may fail.

In addition to wanting to change the contents of the context fields in an individual
message, a program may wish to use user ID context information from an incoming
message. Both of these are protected.

Other objects can be opened by an application for inquiry, and this can also be
checked to determine if the user is allowed.

Command security

Checks can be performed to determine whether a user is permitted to issue certain
commands.Whether or not the user is authorized to issue the command against a
specific resource can also be checked.

Message context

Message context is contained within each message descriptor. The context facilities
allow an application program that is retrieving a message to find more information
about the origins of that message.

Message context would normally contain the user ID and accounting information for
the user who made the original request, and the name and type of program that
generated the message. The user ID in the message context can be used for access
control purposes (on MQPUT, for example) as an alternative to using the user ID
that is associated with the program that issues the MQPUT call.

A program can only set or change the context of a message if it has been given
authority to do so. By default, an application program can request that the message
context be set to either the default context value (which includes the user ID of the
application that issued the MQPUT), or to a "no context" value.

Unauthorized accesses checked against user IDs may be logged in a variety of
locations: security manager logs, queue manager logs, or as a message on a
system queue.

MCA security exit

As noted earlier, WebSphere MQ provides a security exit for use when a channel is
initialized. The security exit is used to authenticate the partner MCA. The security
exit on each end must complete successfully for the channel to be opened.

Other exits may be used for security purposes, also. Send and receive exits can be
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used for data encryption or decryption. Message exits can be used for validating an
incoming user ID or substituting one user ID for another as a message enters a new
security domain.

Secure Sockets Layer

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is an industry-standard protocol for secure
communications involving encryption, authentication, and integrity of data. SSL is
supported by WebSphere MQ in both client/server and queue manager-to-queue
manager channels, including clusters. There are many flexible built-in capabilities,
including the ability to select who to accept communications from based on their fully
authenticated identity. SSL can often be used in place of channel exits for security
purposes.

Section 7. Linking, bridging, and the WebSphere MQ
family

WebSphere MQ has become an essential part of many organizations' IT
infrastructure. Because of its strengths, it has been used in several implementations
that allow assured delivery of information between many different environments. In
most cases, the underlying messaging and queuing mechanism is transparent not
only to the end user, which is to be expected, but to the programmer as well. In this
section you'll see a brief look at the various links, bridges, functions, and products
that make up the WebSphere MQ family.

The IMS bridge

The WebSphere MQ-IMS bridge allows direct access to IMS applications from
WebSphere MQ applications. The IMS applications can be included in a WebSphere
MQ solution without requiring any rewriting, recompiling, or relinking.

No MQI calls are required in the IMS application. The sending application makes use
of a special header as part of the messages intended for the IMS applications.

The IMS bridge is an IMS Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA) client. OTMA
is a connectionless client/server protocol that is transaction-based, and functions as
an interface for accessing IMS TM applications through the MVS Cross Systems
Coupling Facility (XCF).
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The IMS bridge is supplied as part of WebSphere MQ for z/OS.

The CICS DPL bridge

The WebSphere MQ-CICS DPL bridge allows a CICS program to be invoked using
the EXEC CICS LINK command. The program must conform to the DPL subset of
the CICS API. This allows non-CICS applications to communicate with CICS DPL
programs without requiring changes to the CICS program to include WebSphere MQ
API calls.

Like the IMS bridge, the CICS bridge is delivered as part of WebSphere MQ for
z/OS. It is also available as SupportPac MAIE for MQ releases prior to WebSphere
MQ for z/OS version 1.2.

The CICS 3270 bridge

The WebSphere MQ-CICS 3270 bridge allows an application to run a 3270-based
transaction, without knowledge of the 3270 data stream. Data necessary to run the
transaction is MQPUT on a queue by a non-CICS program. From the perspective of
the CICS transaction, it will run as though it has a real 3270 terminal. In reality,
WebSphere MQ messages are being used to communicate.

It is important that, unlike traditional emulators, the bridge does not replace VTAM
flows with WebSphere MQ messages. The program is dealing with the transaction
rather than the emulator.

The link for R/3

The WebSphere MQ link for SAP R/3 connects existing R/3 business applications
with other applications using WebSphere MQ facilities. This allows programs to be
easily adapted and more flexible because all networking is transparent to the
application.

WebSphere MQ acts as a transport mechanism to allow access to R/3 IDocs from
non-SAP R/3 environments. WebSphere MQ can also be used to connect two or
more R/3 systems so they can take advantage of the messaging and queuing
benefits.

Java configurations

WebSphere MQ classes for Java (also called WebSphere MQ base Java) allow a
Java application to connect to WebSphere MQ as a WebSphere MQ client, or to
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connect directly to a WebSphere MQ server. WebSphere MQ base Java
encapsulates the MQI API.

WebSphere MQ classes for Java Message Service (also called WebSphere MQ
JMS) is a set of Java classes that implement Sun's Java Message Service (JMS)
interfaces to enable JMS programs to access WebSphere MQ systems.

Using WebSphere MQ JMS as the API to write WebSphere MQ applications has a
number of benefits. Some advantages derive from JMS being an open standard with
multiple implementations. Other advantages come from additional features that are
present in WebSphere MQ JMS but not in WebSphere MQ base Java. The extra
function provided over WebSphere MQ base Java includes:

• Asynchronous message delivery. Messages can be delivered to an
application as they arrive, on a separate thread.

• Message selectors.

• Support for publish/subscribe messaging.

• Structured, more abstract, message classes. Implementation details are
left to the JMS provider.

WebSphere MQ Publish/Subscribe

With WebSphere MQ Publish/Subscribe, the need for an application to know
specifically where to send data is eliminated. All it does is send information it wants
to share to a standard designation managed by WebSphere MQ Publish/Subscribe,
and let WebSphere MQ Publish/Subscribe deal with the distribution. The target
application does not have to know anything about the source of the information it
receives.

Publishers supply information about a subject, without having any knowledge about
the applications that are interested in the information.

Subscribers decide what information they are interested in, and wait to receive that
information. Subscribers can receive information from many different publishers, and
the information can also be sent to other subscribers. The information is sent in a
WebSphere MQ message, and the subject of the information is identified by a topic.
The publisher specifies the topic when it publishes the information, and the
subscriber specifies the topics on which it wishes to receive publications. The
subscriber is only sent information about those topics it subscribes to.

Interactions between publishers and subscribers are all controlled by a broker. The
broker receives messages from publishers and subscription requests from
subscribers. The broker's job is to route the published data to the targeted
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subscribers.

The broker uses standard WebSphere MQ facilities to do this, so applications can
use all the features that are available to existing WebSphere MQ applications.
Messages get once-only, assured delivery, and messages can be part of
transactional units of work to ensure that messages are delivered to the subscriber
only if they are committed by the publisher.

WebSphere MQ Everyplace

WebSphere MQ Everyplace is a toolkit that enables users to write WebSphere MQ
Everyplace applications and to create an environment in which to run them.

A WebSphere MQ device is a computer running WebSphere MQ Everyplace code
without a channel manager. A device is restricted to communication with only one
other device or gateway at a time. WebSphere MQ Everyplace devices can range
from the very small (such as a sensor), through larger devices (such as a telephone,
personal data assistant (PDA), or laptop computer), up to desktop machines and
workstations.

A gateway is a computer running the WebSphere MQ Everyplace code with a
WebSphere MQ Everyplace channel manager or WebSphere MQ Everyplace
channel listener configured. This offers the capabilities of the device code plus the
ability to communicate with multiple devices and gateways concurrently. Gateways
also provide the mechanism for exchanging messages between a WebSphere MQ
Everyplace network and a WebSphere MQ network.

WebSphere Message Brokers

WebSphere MQ messaging provides a secure and far-reaching communications
infrastructure that you can expand with WebSphere Event Broker or WebSphere
Message Broker to apply intelligence to your business data as it travels through your
network.

WebSphere Event Broker provides a publish and subscribe function with a limited
WebSphere Message Broker framework. It provides high-performance nonpersistent
publish and subscribe functions to clients that are connected using various
transports.

WebSphere Message Broker incorporates WebSphere Event Broker and extends its
function to provide a message broker solution driven by business rules. Messages
are formed, routed, and transformed according to rules defined by an easy-to-use
graphical user interface (GUI).
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Diverse applications can exchange information in dissimilar forms, with brokers
handling the processing required for the information to arrive in the right place in the
correct format, according to rules that have been defined. The applications do not
need to know anything except their own conventions and requirements.

Applications also have much greater flexibility in selecting which messages they
want to receive, because they can specify a topic filter, or a content-based filter, or
both, to control the messages that are made available to them.

WebSphere Message Broker provides a framework that supports supplied, basic
functions, along with user-defined enhancements, to enable rapid construction and
modification of business processing rules that are applied to messages in the
system.

Section 8. Conclusion

This tutorial introduced WebSphere MQ, and provided an overview of the features
and capabilities of the product. Completing the five tutorials in this series can help
you gain the knowledge you need to prepare for Test 996, IBM WebSphere MQ
V6.0, Solution Design. But, nothing can replace the experience and knowledge that
is obtained from using the product and studying the documentation.

I hope you have found this tutorial helpful, and wish you luck as you prepare for your
certification test.
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Resources

Learn

• WebSphere MQ Solution Designer certification prep series: Take this series of
five tutorials to help prepare for the IBM certification Test 996, WebSphere MQ
V6.0, Solution Design.

• Get certified as an IBM Certified Solution Designer - WebSphere MQ V6.0.
Check out the objectives, sample assessment tests, and training resources for
test 996, IBM Certified Solution Designer - WebSphere MQ V6.0.

• Read the IBM Redbook™ WebSphere MQ V6 Fundamentals to gain a broad
technical view of WebSphere MQ.

• Use the WebSphere MQ library for detailed documentation on WebSphere MQ.

• Stay current with developerWorks technical events and webcasts.

Get products and technologies

• Download a free trial version of WebSphere MQ V6.0.

• Download a free trial version of Rational Application Developer version 6.0.

• Build your next development project with IBM trial software, available for
download directly from developerWorks.

Discuss

• Participate in the discussion forum for this content.

• Participate in developerWorks blogs and get involved in the developerWorks
community.
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